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Preamble 

In the study of the history of the early Saljuqs, it has been difficult to gain an 
integrated understanding of their rule because of progressive changes in the areas 
under their effective control and in their modes of rule. 

For example, after the battle of Dandanqan in 431/1040 Tughril Bek, Chaghri 
Bek and their uncle Musa Y abghu are said to have reached an agreement to divide 
their conquests amongst themselves, with Tughril Bek advancing as far westwards 
as possible, Chaghri Bek taking responsibility for the northeastem regions centred 
on Marw, and Musa Y abghu taking over Sistan. But in order to control vast areas 
with only small forces, coexistence with local established polities was indispensable. 
Towards this end, Tughril Bek adopted the policy of recognizing the continued 
existence of local dynasties in exchange for tribute or an expression of submission, 
and it was in this regard that the inclusion of the ruler's name in the khutba and the 
minting of coins bearing his name assumed an important meaning. For instance, in 
434/ 1043 the Kakwayhid ruler Faramurz was allowed to submit on the condition 
that he issue coins engraved with Tughril Bek' s name and pay tribute, while in 
451/1060 Mukhallis, ruler of Ral).ba, submitted to Tughril Bek and placed his 
name in the khutba. 1) By tracing changes in the rulers' names appearing in the 
khu tba and coinage of different regions, it should be possible to clarify in 
diachronical terms these rulers' relations with local rulers. However, the data 
provided by the khutba recorded in written historical sources and by the legends on 
coins do not necessarily coincide, nor has adequate research been conducted on 
the coinage of local dynasties. 

Meanwhile, with regard to the internal power structure of the Saljuqs, there is 
a strong possibility that coinage will again serve as a valuable source of information 
on relations between the sultans on the one hand and other members of the royal 
family, Saljuqid provincial administrations, and atabegs on the other. 

Up until recently there had been virtually no historical research making use of 
numismatic material. But in 1976 R.W. Bulliet published an article entitled 
"Numismatic Evidence for the Relationship between Tughril Beg and Chaghri 
Beg."2) This was a pioneering study, but at the same time there would also seem to 
be many problems attendant on Bulliet's thesis. In the following, therefore, after 
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having first presented Bulliet's views, I shall offer some ideas of my own and 

consider the role of numismatic material. 

1. Bulliet's Views 

Among the coins engraved with Tughril Bek's name, there are some bearing 

devices of the form marked Type I in Fig. 1. Lane Pool does not treat these as being 
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of any special significance, 3) but Claude Cahen and Osman Turan both regard 

them as representations of a bow and arrow, which were symbols of sovereignty 

among the Turks.4l Bulliet too mentions this interpretation, but what attracted his 

attention was the fact that this device never appears on coins minted at Nishapur, 

and in view of the fact that Chaghri Bek's name appears on coins together with that 

of his son Alp Arslan and his cousin Qawurt Bek but never alone or together with 

that of 'f ughril Bek, he reasons as follows: 

1. Chaghri Bek ruled Khurasan and Transoxania, but with one exception none 

of the coins minted in these regions during Tughril Bek's lifetime bears the bow 

and arrow device. In other words, this device appears only on coins minted 

within Tughril Bek's territory. 

2. The bow and arrow device does not appear on three of 'fughril Bek's coins, 

namely, a coin from Marw al-Rud dated A.H. 430, an issue of the l~fahan mint 

dated 434, and a coin dated 442 and bearing only 'fughril Bek's name. However, 

Marw al-Rud was under Chaghri Bek's control, while the coin from l~fahan bears 

the name of the local ruler Faramurz as well as that of 'fughril Bek. This would 

suggest that the bow and arrow device was not used in those areas where a local 

ruler with real power existed. 

3. The reason that this device does not appear on coins minted at Nishapur is 

that it lay within Chaghri Bek's territory. 

4. Under the Kirman Saljuqs, the names of both Qawurt Bek and Chaghri Bek 

appear with the bow and arrow device on a coin minted at Bardashir in 451 and 

on a coin from Bamm minted in 450. In addition, after Chaghri Bek's death a 

variant of Type I, i.e., Type II, was used on K.irman Saljuqid coins. 

5. A coin minted at Herat in 450 and bearing the names of both Alp Arslan and 
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Chaghri Bek also has Type I of the bow and arrow device. 
6. After Alp Arslan's succession to the sultanate, the bow and arrow device 
continued to be used, but his practice regarding its usage appears less clear-cut 
than Tughril Bek's, and the symbolic value of the bow and arrow seems to have 
been less strongly felt. 
7. Under Malik Shah the significance of the bow and arrow device on coins 
appears to have diminished yet further, and it became little more than a 
decoration. 
8. To sum up, Tughril Bek used his name and the bow and arrow device on 
coins minted in his own territories, but in Chaghri Bek's territories he used only 
his own name, while on coins bearing the name of a subordinate ruler he used 
his own name together with that of the subordinate ruler but without the bow 
and arrow device. 
9. There was a strong relationship between the bow and arrow device and 
sovereignty, and this device does not appear on coins minted in Chaghri Bek's 
territory because it lay outside the sphere of Tughril Bek's sovereignty. 
10. It is to be surmised that there was an agreement between Tughril Bek and 
Chaghri Bek about this policy regarding coinage. 
11. There was probably a further significance in the use of the bow and arrow 
device. That is to say, the man whose name alone appeared on coins was not 
sovereign in Turkish eyes, and although the Arabic words on the coins would 
have served to impress the ruler's name on the conquered sedentary population, 
the bow and arrow device rather than the ruler's Arabic names and titles would 
have been regarded by the Turks as an indication of sovereignty. 
12. Chaghri Bek subsequently endeavoured to improve his position, and in 443 
he introduced devices other than the bow and arrow on his coinage and tried to 
develop an alternative symbol of sovereignty that would put his coinage on a par 
with Tughril Bek's. The symbol he chose was one that had been used previously 
by the Ghaznavids. 
13. Judging from the fact that this experiment was never tried at Nishapur, it 
would appear to have been a failure. 
14. On the basis of the above observations, the following conclusions can be 
drawn. It has already been inferred from literary sources that Tughril Bek and 
Chaghri Bek were equals, but an examination of their coinage suggests that their 
division of the Saljuqid empire was formally recognized by some sort of protocol 
which prevented Chaghri Bek from issuing coins with his own name in his own 
territory. At the same time, the sensibilities of the conquered Muslim population 
and the Turks are also reflected in the coinage, and the gradual disappearance of 
the bow and arrow device in later times testifies to a steady diminution of 
Turkish tribal sensibilities and their absorption into the Muslim tradition. 

At the end of his article, Bulliet mentions in the form of an "Additional Note" 
that several coins subsequently brought to his attention by S. Album all bear the 
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name of Chaghri Bek and not that of Tughril Bek, while a dinar from Marw dated 

445 shows the bow and arrow device, and he concludes that from 445 Chaghri Bek 

must have begun putting his own name on his coins along with the bow and arrow 

device. 
In his conclusion, Bulliet explains the appearance of coins bearing Chaghri 

Bek's name as an indication of an elevation in his status. But the discovery of these 

coins means that one of his premises no longer has any basis. Nonetheless, there is 

much to be learnt from Bulliet's detection of the peculiarities of coins from 

Nishapur and his technique of exploring intrafamilial relationships on the basis of 

coinage. 
However, the actual examples of coins given by Bulliet in his article are not 

great in number, nor does he indicate their whereabouts or his sources. His study is 

not, therefore, a statistical examination of coins issued in different localities, and 

thus his views represent a hypothesis, as it were, the validity of which remains to be 

verified by others. 
The reason that numismatics has failed to develop in Japan is of course that 

there are so few specimens of actual coinage available here, but at the same time 

the inadequacies of existing numismatic catalogues have also been an impediment 

to research utilizing numismatic material. However, in 1971 the Turkish scholar 

Co~kun Alptekin published "Saljuqid Coinage" in the Saljuq Studiesjournal.5) This is 

a comprehensive collection of numismatk material accompanied by photographs 

in which the rulers' Arabic names, their titles, mints, dates of mintage, and pictorial 

devices have been faithfully transcribed in an easy-to-read format. The coins dealt 

with cover those issued from the time of Tughril Bek to the reign of Tughril III (r. 

548-555/1153-1160) and to the reign of Bahram Shah of the K.irman Saljuqs (r. 565-

570/1170-1175). In compiling this collection of material, Alptekin consulted many 

different catalogues, and because he also indicates the present location of his 

material, this is the best available resource for considering the question at hand. 

Using this as my source, I first wish to essay an examination of Bulliet's views. 

2. Classification of the Numismatic Material 

Alptekin gives a total of fifty examples of coinage dating from the time of 

Tughril Bek. The majority of these are dinars, and they share a basic format, which 

is illustrated in Fig. 2. Around the outer edge of the obverse side (D) are inscribed 

two verses from the Qur'an (30:3-4 ), while another verse (9:33) is inscribed around 

the outer edge of the reverse side (G).The area inside the outer edge of the obverse 

(C) gives the name of the mint and date of mintage. The central section of the 

obverse (B) bears a legend reading "There is no god except Allah alone, there is no 

partner with him," and in some instances the name of the caliph al-Qa'im is written 

below this. Tughril Bek's name rarely appears on the obverse. The central section 

of the reverse (F) begins with the legend "Mu}:iammad is the messenger of Allah," 
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and 'fughril Bek's name is written below this together with his title.6) The above are 
all inscribed in Arabic. What I wish to consider here are parts (A) and (E), which 
are inscribed with either a symbolic device or a symbolic word in Arabic; these are 
listed in Table 1. 

Fig. 2 Conventionalized parts of a coin 

G [I] 

F 

As can be ascertained from Table 1, the bow and arrow device, or variations 
thereof, is used with few exceptions. in non-Nishapuri coins. It is worth noting, 
however, that our source gives no coins bearing 'fughril Bek's name that originate 
from lands east of Nishapur. Bulliet's conclusion that 'fughril Bek used the bow 
and arrow device in his own territories but used only his name in areas ruled by 
Chaghri Bek was based on his assumption that 'fughril Bek's rule did not extend as 
far as Nishapur. There is no evidence that coins issued at places like Marw and 
Herat at the centre of Chaghri Bek's territory were inscribed with 'fughril Bek's 
name. It is thus risky to speculate on the situation throughout all of Chaghri Bek's 
territory merely on the basis of circumstances in Nishapur and to then assume that 
coins bearing 'f ughril Bek' s name were issued there too. If one compares Table 1 
with Table 2, dealing with the coins of Alp Arslan, it will be readily seen that the 
mints of 'f ughril Bek' s extant coins are concentrated towards the west. 

Alptekin gives thirty-two examples of Alp Arslan's coins, and Table 2 shows 
that the majority of coins bearing his name were struck at Herat and Marw. It 
cannot, of course, be immediately assumed that the. extant coins accurately reflect 
minting trends at the time, but it is nonetheless quite obvious that, when compared 
with 'fughril Bek's coins, a greater proportion of Alp Arslan's coins were issued in 
eastern regions. Their style is the same as that of coins struck during the reign of 
'f ughril Bek, and this can also be said of the coins of subsequent sultans. As regards 
the devices displayed in parts (A) and (E), the bow and arrow device appears on 
coins from Rayy, Kashan, and l~fahan. A coin struck at Herat in 450 and bearing 
the names of Alp Arslan and Chaghri Bek on the obverse and reverse sides 
respectively has a device of Type IV, symbolizing a bow. It should be noted that 
there is no such device on coins from Marw and elsewhere, including those from 
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Nishapiir. 
Table 3 classifies twenty-four coins from the reign of Malik Shah, and it is 

evident that some coins from Nishapiir bear the symbol of a bow or a device of 
Type I, representing a bow and arrow, although these are all dirhams. With ten 
exemplars, dirhams represent the single most numerous denomination, while the 
situation regarding dinars is the same as in other periods. Coins struck at Rayy 
continue to carry the same device, and otherwise there seem to be no pronounced 
trends. The majority of these coins were minted at Nishapiir and Rayy, but the 
mints were distributed over a wide area from east to west, including Marw and 
Sarakhs. 

For convenience' sake, I have shown the distribution of mints for the coins of 
different Saljiiqid rulers in Table 4. It will be seen that apart from the reign of 
Sanjar, when the political centre shifted eastwards, Nishapiir held an important 
position. 

Next, let us consider the coins bearing Chaghri Bek's name. The coin from 
Herat dated 450 antedates Alp Arslan's succession to the sultanate and can 
probably be considered to indicate Chaghri Bek's ascendancy over him. There are 
similarly four coins of Qawurt Bek of the Kirman Saljiiqs that bear Chaghri Bek's 
name on the reverse. A coin issued at Jiruft in 444, a dinar of unknown provenance 
issued in 446, a dirham issued at Jiruft in 44X, and a dirham of unknown provenance 
and unknown date are all inscribed with the legend "Malik al-Muliik Chaghri Bek" 
(although part of the title has worn away on the coin of 44X). While Chaghri Bek 
was alive, Qawurt Bek (given as Qara Arslan Bek on his coins) generally omitted his 
own title from his coins, and in the single example that does bear his title (the last of 
the above-mentioned four coins) he adopts a more low-keyed laqab than Chaghri 
Bek (viz. "Malik al-'Adl"), thereby recognizing Chaghri Bek's suzerainty. As far as 
can be judged from these examples, it would have been hardly surprising if 
Chaghri Bek had issued coins in order to assert his own sovereignty within his own 
territory. Moreover, since there are no signs of 'fughril Bek's coins having been 
minted in the east and since coins of Chaghri Bek have now been discovered, it is 
all the more likely that his coins were also issued prior to 445. 

In passing, it is to be noted that the coins of the Kirman Saljiiqs often use the 
variation Type IV of the bow and arrow device illustrated in Fig. 1. A list of the 
symbolic devices found in parts (A) and (E) of the coins of the Kirman Saljiiqs is 
given in Table 5. 

Among the coins issued by Alp Arslan, there is a dirham of unknown date and 
provenance bearing the name of Tughril Bek on thereverse (Table 2, No. 53). This 
was probably issued after Chaghri Bek's death (452/1060) and before Alp Arslan's 
succession to the sultanate (455/1063). The substitution of Tughril Bek's name for 
that of Chaghri Bek was presumably an indication of the fact that he had 
consolidated his position as sultan and become the most powerful figure among the 

Saljiiqids. 
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3. The Meaning of the Bow and Arrow for the Saljiiqs 

Let us now return to the coins of Tughril Bek and consider the question of why 
they use the bow and arrow device. It has already been pointed out by others that 
among Turkic peoples the bow and arrow, particularly the arrow, had an important 
symbolic meaning. 7) It remains to be confirmed whether or not the same thing can 
be said about the Saljuqs. 

According to the Syriac writer Bar Hebraeus, Duqaq (TU~), the progenitor 
of the Saljuq family, was known as TEMURYALIK (Demir-yahk), or "iron-bow," on 
account of his strength.8) 

In 417/1026 Arslan Isra'il, one of Saljuq's sons, crossed the Amu Darya 
together with four thousand Turkman following internal strife among the 
Qarakhanids and placed himself under the protection of Ma}:lmud of Ghazna. 
According to Nishapuri' s Saijuq-nama, on this occasion Arslan lsra 'il, when asked 
how many men he could mobilize, took a bow from a nearby arms-bearer (siui~-dar) 
and boastingly replied, "I shall send this bow to my tribe (qawm), whereupon three 
thousand men will immediately mount their horses." Asked by the sultan 
(Ma}:lmud) what he would do if more men became necessary, Isra'il handed 
Ma}:lmud an arrow, saying, "If I send this arrow to my horsemen, wherever they 
may be, another ten thousand men will come." In reply to a further question from 
Ma}:lmud, he said, "A bow and three arrows are necessary for [mobilizing] one 
hundred thousand horsemen." When asked again by Ma}:lmud what he would do if 
more men were required, he replied, "If I send one of these arrows to Balkhankuh, 
another one hundred thousand horsemen will come." Ma}:lmud asked yet again 
what he would do if still more men were necessary, whereupon he answered, "If I 
send this bow to Turkistan, two hundred thousand horsemen will come." However, 
Ma}:lmud was afraid of the threat to his power, and using a ruse, he eventually 
captured lsra'il and incarcerated him in the fortress at Kalanjar.9l This tale is also 
recorded in a simplified form by Rawandi. In this version, a single arrow sent by 
lsra'il to his horsemen would summon ten thousand men, a single arrow sent to 
Balkhankuh would summon fifty thousand men, and a bow sent to Turkistan would 
summon two hundred thousand men. 10l 

This tale shows at any rate that the bow and arrow were closely connected with 
the number of men that a leader had at his command. That is to say, for Arslan 
Isra'il's own tribe, for the Turkman groups based in the Balkhankuh area to the 
east of the Caspian Sea, and for the Turkman further east the bow and arrow 
played a symbolic role in the massing and mobilization of troops. It is to be inferred 
from the examples cited below that in later times too the Saljuqs continued to 
attach importance to the symbolic meaning of the bow and arrow. 

An important event in the founding of the Saljuqid dynasties was Tughril 
Bek's first occupation of Nishapur. He entered the city with three thousand 
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horsemen, and he himself was dressed in full uniform, wearing a cuirass, a mul!Jam 

tunic (quba), a head-dress of Tawwazi cloth from Fars, and felt boots, as well as 

having a strung bow over his arm and three arrows fastened at his waist. 11 ) 

According to Rawandi, after the battle of Dandanqan Tughril Bek, Chaghri 

Bek, Musa Yabghu, and other family members met together with other prominent 

leaders (buzurgan) and key army officers (mubarizan-i lashkar) and pledged to 

collaborate with one another. At this meeting 'f ughril Bek handed Chaghri Bek an 

arrow, asking him to break it in half. He then did the same with two, three and four 

arrows, but even Chaghri Bek was unable to break four arrows together, and 

'fughril Bek used this as an analogy to emphasize the need for family solidarity. 

Tales of a similar pattern are to be found in other nomadic societies too, and they 

aptly illustrate their notions about the arrow. 12) 

The aforementioned Bar Hebraeus also has an interesting passage in this 

regard. After having noted that 'fughril Bek sent envoys to the caliph al-Qa'im in 

1043, he goes on to describe 'fughril Bek's daily life. According to Bar Hebraeus, 

'fughril Bek was said to sit on a high throne behind which were placed a shield and 

spear, while an enormous bow lay in front of him, and 'f ughril Bek himself was 

constantly toying with two arrows in his hands. 13) 

Again, according to Bar Hebraeus, in 1048 al-Qa'im recognized 'fughril Bek's 

rule over l~fahan and sent him a letter in which he was addressed with the title 

"Lawful king, Asylum of the Muslims, Rukn Ad-Din Sultan Tughrel Bag." 

Thereafter 'f ughril Bek is said to have added the figure of a bow in the uppermost 

part of his seal and engraved the above title inside the figure of the bow. This sign 

was called the tughra (TUGHRA.), while the person charged with writing it was 

called a tughra'i (TUGHR.Af). 14) This is meant to serve as an explanation of the 

origins of the tughra, but the figure of a bow is said to have been already inscribed 

together with an arrow in the top margin of a letter sent by Ibrahim (Ibrahim Inal) 

to al-Qa'im in 1042, in which he mentioned 'fughril Bek and stated that the latter 

was desirous of visiting Baghdad in order to preserve security along the pilgrimage 

route to Mecca and also to pay his respects to the caliph. 15) The above passages all 

appear only in the Syriac version of Bar Hebraeus' work and are not found in the 

Ta' rikh Mukht~ar al-Duwal, the author's own abridged translation into Arabic. 

The position of tughra'i became an important official post under the Saljuqs, 

and initially it was filled by Turkish amzrs, a typical example of whom was Khumar 

Tigin. But once the head of the Department of Correspondence (Diwan al-lnsha' or 

Diwan al-Rasa' il) came to hold this post as well, Persian officials began to be 

appointed instead. 16) These changes again show that the tughra, or emblem of the 

bow, had distinctly Turkish connotations. 

Originally there had been no tradition in Islamic society of engraving emblems 

of bows and a~rows on coins, and no such example is to be found in any coin 

catalogues. Coins with the bow and arrow device were first used during the time of 

the Qarakhanids: four bows and two arrows are quite clearly engraved on the 

obverse of a coin struck by Arslan Tigin at Bukhara in 423 (see Fig. 3). It is most 
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interesting that this type of coin should have been struck by the first Turkic Muslim 
dynasty. 17) 

Fig. 3 
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Examples of the use of the bow and arrow as tribal symbols are also to be 
found in Rashid al-Din'sfami' al-Tawarikh. Rashid al-Din lists the twenty-four tribes 
of the Oghuz, including the ~mq to whom the Saljuq family belonged, and he 
gives the lineage and tamgha of each. According to this account, Oghuz had six 
sons, and he gave a golden bow to the three older sons and a golden arrow to each 
of the three younger sons. The former were called "Buzuq" and were stationed on 
the right wing of the army, while the latter were called "Ujuq" and were posted on 
the left wing of the army. According to Rashid al-Din, the name buzuq derived from 
the fact that the bow had to be divided into three parts, while ujuq was originally uj
uq ( corresponding to Turkish uc;;-ok) and meant "three arrows."18) 

It would appear that Rashid al-Din equated buzuq with Turkish bozuk, meaning 
"scattered," and he explains it with reference to Persian para. However, the Turkish 
scholar Faruk Siimer suggests that it should be read buz-ok, with buz possibly 
deriving from bozumak, but he does not offer any definitive conclusion regarding 
the meaning of the word as a whole. As for the designation ujuq, he too interprets it 
as ii<;-ok and considers it to signify "three tribes" as well as "three arrows."19) 

According to Rashid al-Din, the six sons of Oghuz each had four sons, and 
together they constituted the twenty-four tribes of the Oghuz. ~mq (written as 
Qjniq or Qjtiq in the Berezin edition of thefami' al-Tawarikh) was a son of Dinkiz
khan (Deniz-han), who belonged to the U<;-ok, and his tamgha took the form of a 
picture of an arrow. 20) 

Rashid al-Din has described narratively how the Oghuz were broadly divided 
into two groups, each subdivided into three subgroups consisting of four tribes, and 
it goes without saying that his account must not be confused with historical fact. 
During the Saljuq period there appeared no such account of the lineage of the 
Oghuz. What is important here is the fact that even at the time when the fami' al
Tawarikh was composed, there was still a strong awareness that the bow and arrow 
served as the symbols of particular tribes. Among the tamgha listed by Rashid al
Din, that of the Urkiz (Uregir), for example, who belonged to the U<;-ok, depicted a 
bow and three arrows.21 ) 

It may thus be said that it was hardly odd that the bow and arrow should have 
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been engraved on coins of the Saljuq period, especially those of the first sultan 
Tughril Bek, in order to assert the ruler's sovereignty. Moreover, this device 
continued to be used in later times in varying degrees, and we have already seen 
how it survived in a modified form especially among the Kirman Saljuqs related to 
Chaghri Bek. 

Literary sources inform us that Chaghri Bek himself also issued coins. 
According to the Ta'rikh-i Sistan, a messenger from the amir Chaghri Bek (amir 
Chagrik) arrived in Sistan (Zarang) in Rabi' II 448, and on Friday 25th vast 
quantities of dinars and dirhams "struck by the amir Chaghri Bek" (ef,arb-i Chagrik) 
were scattered around the entrance to the Friday Mosque (Masjid-i Adina). Then, 
after his name had been intoned in the khutba, more coins were scattered about 
inside the mosque, and all those present are said to have been able to gather up at 
least twenty to thirty dinars. 22) 

This account provides a good example of the relationship between the khutba 
and coinage. Both functioned as one for indicating to the people where power lay. 
Not only was the ruler's name inscribed on coinage, an instrument of monetary 
circulation, but the coins themselves were directly distributed both as a symbol of 
the ruler and in order to curry favour with the people. It may be assumed that coins 
inscribed with rulers' names were similarly used as tribute and gifts between rulers. 
It is not known what kind of coin was used on the above occasion, but it has already 
been noted by Bulliet that some of the coins issued by Chaghri Bek carried the bow 
and arrow device. 

When considered in this light, there is no room for doubt concerning the 
purpose of the use of the bow and arrow symbols during the Saljuq period. It 
would seem rather that the question facing us is why the bow and arrow do not 
appear on coins from Nishapur. Next I wish to consider this point. 

4. The Position of N'tshapiir 

The starting point of Bulliet's thesis is that Nishapur was under the control of 
Chaghri Bek. Let us begin by examining this issue with reference to the partition of 
conquered territories after the battle of Dandanqan as described in various 
historical sources. 

According to the Saljuq-nama, Chaghri Bek wanted the greater part of 
Khurasan (bishtar-i Khurasan) and made Marw his capital (dar al-mulk); Musa Yabghu 
(Musa Bayghu) secured as much as he could of the eastern provinces (wiwyat), the 
provinces of Bust, and the regions of Herat, Isfizar, Sijistan (Sistan), and Kabulistan; 
Qawurt took the regions of Kirman and the area around Quhistan; and Tughril Bek 
decided to set off in the direction of Iraq. As for Nishapur, there is no clear 
reference to its status. 23) 

Rawandi, meanwhile, states that at the aforementioned meeting a letter 
explaining the state of affairs between the Saljuqs and the Ghaznavids was sent to 
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the caliph and then the family members divided the provinces (wilayat) among 

themselves. Chaghri Bek made Marw his capital (dar al-mulk) and took possession 

(k~f kard) of the greater part of Khurasan; Musa Yabghu took as much as he could 

manage of the provinces (wiwyat) and regions of Bust, Herat, and Sistan; Qawurt 

ruled over the provinces of the two Tabas (Tabasayn) and the regions of K.irman; 

Tughril Bek set out towards Iraq accompanied by Ibrahim Inal, Amir Yaqufi, and 

Qutalmish and made Rayy his capital; and Ibrahim was then dispatched to 

Ramadan, Yaqufi to Azerbaijan (Adharbayjan), and Qawurt to Gurgan and 

Damghan.24l 
The Arabic history Akhbar al-Dawl,a al-Saljuqiya provides more concrete details. 

According to this work, the faqzhs at Marw sought security (aman) from the Saljuq 

maliks (muluk al-Saljuqzya), and because the maliks treated them justly and 

honourably, the khutba was read in Chaghri Bek's name in Rajah 428; Chaghri Bek 

then chose Marw, while Tughril Bek took Nishapur. After the battle of Sarakhs, 

Chaghri Bek returned to Tus, where he was met by the notables (akabir) of 

Nishapur, and after having rested there he returned to Herat. The notables of 

Nishapur then granted Tughril Bek the title of "Sultan al-Mu 'a?'.?'.am Rukn al-Dunya 

wa al-Din."25) 

The same work further states that once the forces of the descendants of Sabuk 

Tegin (viz. the Ghaznavids) had been driven out of Khurasan (as a result of the 

battle of Dandanqan) and the maliks had settled there, Chaghri Bek resided in 

Marw and all of Khurasan became his. Tughril Bek, meanwhile, advanced from 

Khurasan towards Iraq on the invitation of the caliph and invaded many lands. 

They then divided the lands, with Chaghri Bek being allotted the region from 

Nzshapur (min Naysabur3-) to the Jay}:iun (Amu Darya) and whatever lands he could 

conquer beyond [Ma]wara' al-Nahr. Chaghri Bek then conquered Khwarazm, 

Bukhara, and Balkh, and he gave Quhistan andjurjan to Ibrahim b. (sic) Inal and 

Herat, Busanj, Sistan, and Gurgan to Musa. This is all said to have occurred in 

430.26) 

There is some confusion in the above account with regard to details, but it is 

consistent with Rawandi's account insofar that Tughril Bek's position ofleadership 

is said to have been established after the battle of Dandanqan and individual 

members of the Saljuq family were assigned to different regions. 

The relationship between Tughril Bek and the "notables" of Nishapur, which 

remains somewhat vague in the sources cited above, is described in greater detail 

by Bayhaqi, and since I have already dealt with this on a previous occasion, I shall 

touch on only the main points here. According to Bayhaqi, Tughril Bek entered 

Nishapur in 429, and on this occasion the khutba was pronounced in his name and 

his authority recognized. He made Abu al-Qasim, one of the city's 'ul,ama, an amzr, 

and entrusted him with the administration of the city.27) 

Meanwhile, according to lbn al:J awzi, after Tughril Bek had entered Nishapur 

and brought relief from the 'ayyar, he defeated the Ghaznavid forces (at the battle of 

Dandanqan) and occupied Khurasan. This took place in [4]30. Ibrahim Inal 
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occupied Quhistan and Khurasan, set out for Rayy, which he laid waste, and 

obtained riches. Then in 433 he conquered I~fahan. In [4]30 Da'ud (viz. Chaghri 

Bek) occupied Marw, Sarakhs, and the region from Balkh to Nzshapur (i/,a, Naysabur), 

while his cousin I:Iasan b. Musa occupied Herat, Busanj, and Sijistan.28) 

The above accounts have been cited at some length in order to show how 

Nishapur is treated in these different sources. Whereas some sources vaguely 

equate Khurasan with Chaghri Bek's domain, other sources in which specific place

names are mentioned give Nishapur as the westernmost limit of his rule. But as is 

evident from Bayhaqi's account, Tughril Bek too had close links with Nishapur, 

and Abu al-Qasim, who took over the administration of the city, was in fact 

appointed by him. Various sources name him as Tughril Bek's first vizier (wazir), 

and he also played a pivotal role in negotiations with the caliph. Imam Muwaffaq, 

the other leading figure who decided on the bloodless capitulation of the city to 

Tughril Bek, also left the city in 430 together with the Saljuqs. He was later 

installed as administrator of the city for the Saljuqs, and he also recommended to 

Tughril Bek Kunduri, a former Ghaznavid official, for the position of vizier. 29) 

Tughril Bek subsequently moved westwards and never returned to Nishapur. 

But the fact that he continued to exert influence on the city is evident from Na~ir 

Khusraw's Safar-nama, an account of the author's travels. Na~ir Khusraw was a 

finance official serving under Chaghri Bek, and in the opening section of his work 

he writes as follows: "In Rabi' II 434, when the amir of Khurasan (amir-i Khurasan) 

was Abu SulaymanJaghri Bayk (Chaghri Bek) Dawud b. Mikal (Mika'il) b. Saljuq, 

I left Marw on official business."30) Here he describes Chaghri Bek's position as 

that of "amir of Khurasan." Na~ir Khusraw subsequently left his post in order to 

make a pilgrimage to Mecca, and in Sha'ban 437 he again set out for Nishapur. His 

account of his sojourn there reads as follows: 

On the 11 th day of Shawwal (22 April 1046) I entered Nishapur. There was a 

solar eclipse on the final Wednesday of this month. The ruler at the time 

(~akim-i zaman) was Chaghri Bek's brother Tughril Bayk Mul,iammad (sic). He 

had ordered the construction of a madrasa near the bazaar for harnessry ( bazar

i sarrajan ), and it was in the process of being built. He himself had gone to 

I~fahan for the purpose of acquiring territory (wil,a,yat-giri). On the 2nd day of 

Dhu al-Qa'da I left Nishapur together with the sultan's khwaja Khwaja 

Muwaffaq.31 ) 

It is difficult to say whether the term Mkim here refers to the ruler of Nishapur 

or to the ruler of the Saljuqs. But in view of the fact that Tughril Bek is immediately 

afterwards referred to as "sultan," ~akim is presumably being used in the former 

sense. A similar distinction in usage may also be seen in Na~ir Khusraw's account 

of his visit to Mayyafariqin. When he visited it in Jumada II 438, "the amir and 

Mkim of this town was the son of the aforementioned Na~r al-Dawla," and here too 

he distinguishes between the positions of amir and Mkim when held by the same 
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person.32) The "aforementioned" N~r al-Dawla was a Marwanid ruler whom Na~ir 
Khusraw describes as "the sultan of this province" (sulra,n-i wilayat).33) From these 
examples it is clear that Na~ir Khusraw differentiated between the amir, or 
provincial governor, and the M,kim, representing the effective ruler of a region, and 
he also distinguished between the latter and the sultan, who was the supreme 
secular ruler. 

To sum up, at the time when Na~ir Khusraw travelled from Marw to Nishapur, 
Chaghri Bek held the position of amzr of Khurasan, but his influence did not extend 
as far as Nishapur, which was effectively under the control of 'fughril Bek. The 
latter was not only directing the construction of public buildings in Nishapur, but 
had also left Imam Muwaffaq to act as his representative there. Therefore, although 
one would not expect 'f ughril Bek' s coins to have been issued at Marw or Herat, 
there is nothing surprising in their having been minted at Nishapur. 

But 'fughril Bek was never to return to Nishapur, and after having made Rayy 
his capital for a time, he moved his capital to I~fahan in 442/1051. Nishapur lay 
between the administrative seats of Chaghri Bek and 'f ughril Bek, and with neither 
of them visiting it, it served as a buffer zone between them. It could also be 
surmised that 'f ughril Bek had the bow and arrow, symbols of sovereignty, erased 
from his coins out of consideration towards Chaghri Bek. 

However, as is evident from Tables 2 and 3, almost no coins bearing the bow 
and arrow device were issued at Nishapur by subsequent rulers either. This 
presents a striking contrast with the coins of Rayy during the reign of Malik Shah. 
When we consider the history of Nishapur, we find that there had been a strong 
tradition of autonomy among its patricians or notables (a'yiin) since pre-Saljuq 
times, and especially when the city had to deal with dynastic changes in Khurasan 
and incursions by outside forces, it was the patriciate that made the decisions. 

After the collapse of the 'f ahirids, it was the patrician Sharkab family that 
aided the pro-Saffarid forces and brought what had become a chaotic situation 
under control. 34) Outside forces too were unable to ignore the wishes of the 
patricians, and in 286/899, when the Samanids took over Nishapur from the 
Saffarids, they had to ask Mu}:i.ammad b. I~haq b. Khuzayma with utmost courtesy 
to choose a qa4,z for them, 35) and he is said to have considered only l:lanafis for the 
position. The struggles between the l:lanafis and Shafi 'is in Nishapur were deep
seated, with the former supporting the Mu'tazilis and the latter the Ash'aris, and 
their conflict was also reflected in theological differences. 36) 

Worthy of special attention is the policy taken by Ma}:i.mud of Ghazna with 
respect to his coinage. In order to establish his own base in Nishapur, he took the 
step of stamping a Mu 'tazili slogan on his coins so as to win the support of the 
l:lanafi party. This appears to have been done to counter the Simjurids, a family 
descended from a Turkish soldier and, in contrast to Ma}:i.mud, supportive of the 
Shafi 'is, who had built a madrasa for an Ash' ari theologian. 37) In addition, 
Ma}:i.mud's brother Na~r, who became his governor in Nishapur, built a madrasa for 
the Hanafi leader Abu al-'Ala' Sa'id.38) This series of measures shows that, in order 
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to gain the support of the patricians and secure control of the city, coinage policy 
played an important role alongside the construction of ma,drasas. 

The vizier Kunduri, who hailed from Nishapiir, adopted a policy of divide and 
rule, striving to maintain an equal distance between himself and both factions, but 
ultimately he sided with the I:Ianafis and attempted to banish Ash 'aris from all 
public offices. In contrast Ni'.?am al-Mulk, by whom Kunduri was overthrown and 
replaced as vizier, was supported by the Ash'aris, and he placed them in charge of 
ni:ra,mzyas throughout the region. His object in doing so, however, was to restore and 
maintain a balance between the two patrician factions. 39) 

Thus the balance of power between the patricians and religious forces in 
Nishapiir was quite delicate, and it is possible to speculate that under such 
circumstances the minting of coins bearing a potentially problematic non-Islam 
device may have been deliberately eschewed. This strife between the two factions 
continued until it eventually led to the ruin of the city in the mid-sixth/twelfth 
century. 

Mints were located at Nishapiir throughout the 'f ahirid, Saffarid, Samanid and 
Ghaznavid dynasties, 40) and it is also possible that there was resistance to using a 
new symbol on the coins struck there during the Saljiiq period. In point of fact, as 
Bulliet himself mentions, among the devices used by 'f ughril Bek and Alp Arslan 
on coins issued at Nishapiir there are four types that had already been used by 
Mas'iid.41 ) 

The central treasury of the Saljiiqs was also located at Nishapiir. In 465/1072 
when Alp Arslan died, Niiam al-Mulk, preparing for a struggle over the sultanate 
with Qawurt Bek, sent an envoy to Baghdad with a request that the khutba be 
pronounced in Malik Shah's name, while Malik Shah himself secured the treasury 
in the citadel (quhunduz) of Nishapiir and won the support of the army by increasing 
the salaries of the troops by a total of 700,000 dinars. 42) Earlier on the occasion of 
'fughril Bek's death in 455/1061 too, the first thing that Alp Arslan did in order to 
counter the rebellious Qutalmish was to take control of Nishapiir.43) Nor can one 
ignore the city's economic power, and after his occupation of the city 'fughril Bek 
fitted out his forces with the assistance of the local patricians. 

When considered in this light, although Nishapiir never became the capital or 
base of any of the sultans, it did act as an important source of funds and personnel 
for successive dynasties. It was also of great strategic importance in that it lay on the 
routes linking I~fahan with Marw and Iraq with Central Asia, although control of 
the city required the adoption of shrewd policies for dealing with the patriciate. In 
this fashion Nishapiir, though lying within Saljiiqid territory, remained outside the 
sphere of direct rule by the sultans. The coins minted at Nishapiir, while 
accounting for a considerable proportion of extant coinage, almost never carry the 
bow and arrow device, and could this fact not be regarded as eloquent testimony to 
the city's peculiar circumstances? 
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Concluding Remarks 

The facts that have come light in our above inquiry may be summarized as 
follows: 

1. There is no evidence in the distribution of Tughril Bek's coins to suggest that 
he issued coins within Chaghri Bek's territory. 
2. Nishapiir with its mint, on which Bulliet's thesis is based, was in effect under 
Tughril Bek's rule. 
3. Traditional Turkish notions regarding the bow and arrow as symbols of power 
survived into the Saljiiq period, and these symbols were used especially in the 
early stages of Saljiiq rule to indicate the holder of sovereign power, but they 
were not used in Nishapiir because of the city's peculiar circumstances. 

In the above reexamination of Bulliet's views I have discussed only the 
symbolic devices found on Saljiiqid coinage, and these represent but one very 
small part of the information provided by these coins. I did not touch on issues 
concerning numismatics proper, such as the size, weight, purity and quantity of the 
coins. Needless to say, careful attention must also be paid to "written material" in 
the form of the names and titles inscribed on the coins, as well as the caliph's name 
and its treatment. In addition, Bulliet raises the question of the complementary role 
played by symbolic devices as signs vis-a-vis titles inscribed in writing, but I have 
not discussed this either. The prime objective of using coins as "written material" is 
to verify from a different angle literary records relating to the rulers' names, titles 
and dates appearing in the khut/Ja, and this I wish to take up on another occasion. 
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Table 1. Parts (A) and (E) on dina,s of Tughril Bek. 0 

0 

N"IShapii.r mint 437 Type I Type I 8 Qarmishin mint 

Year (A) (E) Number 438 Type I Type I 10 Year (A) (E) Number 

433 Fat}:t li-llah 1 439? 16 44X Type I Type II 42 

434 li-llah 3 440 Type I Type I 17 

435 'Adl li-llah 5 444 Type I Type II 22 Ahwazmint 

435 li-llah 6 445 Type I Type I 25 Year (A) (E) Number 

436 'Adl li-llah 7 445 Type I Type II 26 448 Type I Type II 36 
,-J 

437 'Adl li-llah 9 445 Type I Type I 27 t:J"' 
(1) 

439 al-Qa'im li-llah 14 447 Type I Type II 31 B~ramint S;:: 
(1) 

439 al-Qa'im li-llah 15 447 Type I Type II 32 Year (A) (E) Number s 
0 

43X 'Adl li-llah 12 450 N~r Type III 43 449 Uv- tJv-.. 39 ~-
440 al-Qa'im lillah 18 452 Type I Type II 45 

0 -, 

441 al-Qa'im li-llah 19 453 Type I Type II 47 Madina al-Salam mint 
g. 
(1) 

442 al-Qa'im Illegible 20 Year (A) (E) Number ~ 
0 

444 'Adl li-llah 21 l~fahan mint 453 Type I Type II 48 0 

t:d 

446 0 li-llah 24 Year (A) (E) Number 455 f Jv-.. ~ 49 ~ 
::, 

li-llah ~~ 
::,;" 

447 'Adl li-llah 30 444 Fat}:t 23 455 Type I 50 0 

448 0 li-llah 35 445 Fat}:t Type I 28 4XX li-llah 40 
(71 
O') 

449 
... li-llah 38 444 .J, Type I reversed 29 Unknown 'Adl li-llah 11 (dirham) 

..... 
y co 

co 

451 li-llah 41 447 Type I Type II 34 00 

452 li-llah 44 448 Type I Type II 37 

4XX al-Qa'im li-llah 46 

Bardashir mint 

Rayymint Year (A) (E) Number 

Year (A) (E) Number 447 Type I f¥ 33 

434 Type I Type I 2 

435 Type I Type I 4 

.. --41 
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Table 2. Parts (A) and (E) on dinars of Alp Arslan. 

Heratmint Rayymint 459 'Adl li-llah 66 

Year (A) (E) Number Year (A) (E) Number XXX li-llah ~\:::;;,~ 68 

450 Jj)._ * 51 455 'Adl 54 ---- 'Adl 53(dirham) 

455 'Adl '4-~ 55 457 'Adl Type II 56 ---- 'Adl Type I 79 

457 'Adl 57 461 'Adl Type II 71 

458 Illegible Illegible 63 

460 69 Kashan mint 
465 'Izz 77 Year (A) (E) Number 1-j 

Type IV I ff\ 58 
::r' 

45X 67 457 (l) 

t::d 
XXX Fat}:i. 80 0 

~ 
l~fahan mint § 

Marwmint Year (A) (E) Number 
Q.. 

~ Year (A) (E) Number 459 Type I Type II 65 0 

453 52 ~ 
0 

458 'Adl 64 Unniyamint :::::, 

Ul 

460 t 70 Year (A) (E) Number e. 
i:::·, 

461 73 ---- ~ ~ 81 (dirham) 5:. 
462 l 75 Q 

0 

463 'Adl 76 Madina al-Salam mint ~-
Year (A) (E) Number 

N"IShapur mint 461 72 

Year (A) (E) Number 462 74 

457 59 

457(459?) ~ 60 Place unknown 
465 ·j. 78 Year (A) (E) Number 

457 'Adl Malik 61 

457 '<r,,JJ/ {r' Type I 62 ..... 
0 ..... 
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Table 3. Parts (A) and (E) on dimrs of Malik Shah. 0 

1:-..:> 

Marwmint Rayymint Madina al-Salam mint 

Year (A) (E) Number Year (A) (E) Number Year (A) (E) Number 

483 -L-L 105 473 'Adl I.ft( 88 485 82 

475 'Adl ••o 90 486 111 

Sarakhs mint 477 'Adl Type II 94 

Year (A) (E) Number 477 'Adl Type II 95 

XX4 89 480 'Adl Type II 100 

481 TypeHI ~ 101 
.-3 
i:l'" 
(i) 

N"°JShapiir mint 481 Type I 102 ~ 
(i) 

Year (A) (E) Number 484 'Adl 106 s 
468 l 83 XX2 'Adl Type II 87 

8. 
~ 

470 ·{\· 85 
0 ....., 

471 86 Dara mint s=-
(i) 

475 -r: 92 Year (A) (E) Number 
.-3 
0 

476 + 93 469 Type I 84 0 

t:d 
478 {i) 96 c:: 

::s 

479 w 97 l~fahan mint 
:,,;--
0 

47X 98(dirham) Year (A) (E) Number 
c.n 
O"l 

482 99(dirham) 475 'Adl 0 91 
..... 
~ 
~ 

482 * 103 ( dirham) ---- ---- l l0(dirham) CX) 

485 '() 104(dirham) 

48X 'I' 108 ( dirham) Place unknown 

48X 113 (dirham) Year (A) (E) Number 

XXX Type I -5 114(dirham) :~:- :~ 82(dirham) 

'Adl 111 
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Table 4. list of minting sites of Saljiiqid coins. 

Tughril Bek Alp Arslan Malik Shah Ma}:imiid Barkiyarq Mu}:iammad Sanjar 

Barkh 1 (49X) 

Marw 6 (453-463) 1 (483) 1 (499) 

Herat 8 (450-465) 

Sarakhs 1 (XX4) 2 (496) 

Nishapiir 21 (433-452) 3 (457-465) 15 (468-85, dirham8) 5 (487-88, dir 4) 1(499) 2 (X9X-551) 

Rayy 15 (455-461) 3 (455-461) 7 (486-95) 

Kashan 1 (457) 1 (457) 1 (488) 

Dara 1 (469) 1 (493) 

Awa 

I~fahan 5 (444-448) 1 (459) 2 (475, dirhaml) 1 (486) 7 (486-490) 4 (503-506) 

Zanjan 1 (495) 2 (494) 

Urmiya 1 (---) 

Bardashir 1 (447) 

Qarmishin 1 (44X) 1 (457) 

Liiridjan 1 (496) 

Ahwaz 1 (448) 2 (486-491) 

B~ra 1 (449) 

Madina al-Salam 5 ( 449-455) 2 (461-462) 2 (485-486) 1 (486) 5 (487-493) 5 (500-506) 

No place-name 1 (--, dirham) 6 (457-59, dir2) 2 (--, dirhaml) 2 (489) 2(49X) 14 (Unknown, dir 13) 

1. The coins of Alp Arslan include one bearing ChaghrI Bek's name on the reverse and struck at Herat in 450 and a dirham of unknown provenance and date 

bearing Tughril Bek's name on the reverse. 

2. The coins of Mu}:iammad include one of unknown provenance bearing San jar's name on the reverse and struck in 49X. 
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Table 5. Parts (A) and (E) on diniirs of the Kinnan Saljiiqs. 

Qawurt Bek era 

Jirllftmint 
Year (A) 

444 Type IV 

44X 

Bardashlr mint 

Year (A) 

453 Type IV 

462 

462 

465 ~ 
467 

Place unknown 
Year (A) 

446 Type IV 

4XX 

Unknown Type IV 

Rukn al-Dawla Sultan Shah era 

Bardashlr mint 

Year (A) 

465 ~ 

468 

46X 

(E) 

li-llah 

A 

(E) 

+ 
Type IV 

Type IV 

Type IV 

Type IV 

(E) 

~ 

Type IV 
-:-:-,_ 

(E) 
Q 

fr:L 
Type IV 

Number 

214 

216 (dirham) 

Number 

218 (dirham) 

220 

221 

223 

224 

Number 

215 

222 (dirham) 

225 (dirham) 

Number 

226 

228 

227 

Muhl al-Din Tiiran Shah era 

Bardashlr mint 
(A) 

I Yeru 480 

481 

(E) 

Type IV 

Type IV 

Number 

229 (dirham) 

230 

..... 
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